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First Week in November News at   

 
 Halloween was so enormous at SCARC this past weekend.  The weather was quite cooperative 

for trick or treaters.  Everyone enjoys dressing up in their favorite costumes.   

 

 Maryellen, Catherine, and Cindy from our Val Court group 

home were very creative in their flower arrangements which they 

created during their day habilitation horticulture activity this week.  

Creating flower designs is everyone’s favorite activity.  Flowers bring 

joy to our lives both at SCARC and everywhere! 

 

 Tree removal is sometimes 

necessary at our group home 

properties as this photo of our Newton group home 

demonstrates.  We have a number of trees in danger of 

falling onto the homes which need to come down.  Several 

SCARC homes will be having such property care performed.  

Our contractor, Midhurst Tree Care of Hampton, is taking 

very good care to properly do the job.  Thank you all! 

 

 Our work crew at Thorlabs in Newton are back to work on site, and are 

eagerly assembling the famous Thorlabs snack boxes for customers to receive 

with their orders from the Thorlabs company.  Thorlabs has expanded their 

presence in the Town of Newton, and SCARC workers have been hired to work 

on location.  Our crew of 6 workers have returned to work after a long COVID 

break in production.  Congratulations to all SCARC workers! 

 

 The SCARC Foundation reminds us that Subaru of Newton has again selected the SCARC 

Foundation as one of the recipients of funds from its 2021 Share the Love Event to be held 

November 18 through January 3.  When you buy a used or new care from Subaru, you support 

SCARC Family of Services.  Also, look out for our Annual Appeal letter coming your way, so you 

can contribute to our end of the year opportunity to donate to the SCARC Foundation.  Thank 

you all 


